There has come an urgent necessity to reconstruct the university building and dormitory on the basis of detailed planning and researches as well as to plan the landscape architecture specifically dedicated to teachers, employees and students step by step according to the standard of higher education organizations. We aim to implement the project taking accounts of not only designs of university campuses in developed countries but also higher education trends in our own country and the mission of Mongolian State University of Agriculture /MULS. The significance of landscape planning is immense. But there is a lack of green environment, convenience, recreation fields, appropriate design etc. at universities and colleges in Mongolia where students, teachers and employees gather in a large number. Therefore, the rationale behind choosing this subject lies in planning and implementing it properly.
OBJECTIVE AND GOALS OF THE SUBJECT
The objective of this subject is to turn the campus of MSUA into the comprehensive one (MSUA Complex) where the balance of teaching, research and production is maintained, where teaching and learning environment is provided and where the standard of universities in developed countries is met. In other words, the aim is to create a new design of university which demonstrates the information-provided and knowledge-based economy as well as the development of global market by investigating world top universities. The following goals are proposed so as to reach the objective: 1. To plan the design after investigating its possible features 2. To plan the land art and work out the most effective alternative
METHODOLOGY OF THE STUDY
Schools within MULS served as subjects separately.
The following commonly used scientific methods were applied during the study:
• Testing methods (observation, classification)
• The Alps planning Stones of wide variety of forms and sizes make up the Alps, which serves as the ornamental elements of architectural system in the landscape, thus enhancing the aesthetic value of the object. The Alps hill composition was included in the planning of field beyond the field with flags in the left side of the university building. Providing such environment in this field will give the feeling of travelling in the range of high mountains full of natural beauty. 
Planning of monumental decoration composition
Artistic expression of three dimensional object is defined by composition of volume. Although seen as simple geometric shapes in appearance, it is the harmonic combination of various elements indicating the features of internal composition and the ratio of angles. These dimensional shapes or figures are shown up in various features in architectural environment, thus defining the compositional feature [3, 6] . Picture 4. Technical drawing of monumental decoration, variation A Natural granite was used based on the materialfactor feature of architectural composition. Usually, granite is a heavy rock with coarsegrained texture and is often grey or greenish. It is used for memorials either being carved or without being changed. Such stone environment gives a majestic impression. With this feature, it clearly shows the structure of main compositional elements resulting in the vivid idea it is trying to convey.
Planning of Order composition
Main elements of order are column and architrave, both of which serve as shelters from sun and precipitation in addition to creating different artistic style of architecture and giving artistic (aesthetic) feeling.
Order is classified into Doric, Ionic and Corinthian orders. The Doric order was adopted in our study and is attractive by its organizational system having solid columns and big entablatures [5, 7] .
Picture 5. Technical drawing of the Doric order composition
Floated concrete is commonly used in this type of construction and the budget of 100 million tugrugs is estimated based on the calculation of building ingredients. 4 . In planning of bee hive design decided to make by space design method, any object based on any location and the sunflower and bee made by made by wooden graving.
5. The 4 types monumental decoration choose on basin of bacterial handle characteristics of cubature design that the detection of internal space content namely the three sided geometrical figure detected in art characteristics of object here used the natural granite. 6. The detection of cross beam with column in tectonic system of landscape design projected relation with locations of Corinth order figure by constant, cubature and open space type.
